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It has been said that in moments of severe physical crisis, or just before 
death, our life seems to fl ash before our eyes. Time becomes distended 
as a series of images of our past remind us of the world and the life we 
may soon be leaving. The works in this program deal in different ways 
with images and experiences of time and trauma, history, exile and home. 

Sight 
Thirza Cuthand
CANADA, !"#$, VIDEO, $MIN

Stained and painted patterns on Super ' 
images impede our view. The interrupted 
images refl ect the words of the fi lmmaker as 
she muses on trauma and the loss of sight. 

This Town of Toronto . . .
Izabella Pruska-Oldenhof 
CANADA, !"#$, #%MM, $ MIN

This layered portrait of Toronto from the turn 
of the century to the present day looks at the 
city as if from the point of view of a time-
traveling tourist. Tender in tone and generous 
in spirit, Pruska-Oldenhof’s Toronto is a city 
replete with fl owers and winsome ghosts. 

Strata of Natural History
Jeannette Muñoz
SWITZERLAND/CHILE, !"#!, #%MM, #! MIN

The fi lmmaker revisits the sites where in $''$ 
a group of Kawéskar natives from Tierra del 
Fuego were exhibited in human zoos across 
Europe, organized by the merchant of wild 
animals, Carl Hagenbeck from Hamburg. The 
tour’s fi nal exhibition took place in Zürich in 
$''(, where most of the Kawéskar already 
affected by disease fi nally died.

memento mori
Dan Browne
CANADA, !"#!, VIDEO, !& MIN

memento mori is a layered exploration of the 
total photographs captured over the course of 
a lifetime – over $"",""" in total. This personal 
archive, the dizzying documentation of a life, 
represents a plurality of subjects, objects, 
thoughts, dreams and experiences, forming 
an encyclopedic index of the possibilities 
of sight.

&'!(
Takahiro Suzuki
USA, !"##, VIDEO, % MIN

Suzuki’s camera documents a passing freight 
train from below, transforming the massive 
machine into an abstract animation of graphic 
forms and streaming light. 

Underscore (_) Subguión
Jorge Lozano 
CANADA, !"#!, VIDEO, !& MIN

Lozano’s twin-screen portrait of a political 
activist in exile in Canada has the unnamed 
individual tell the story of the assassination 
attempt that forced him to go into hiding and 
then to fl ee his home. The details of the 
traumatic event are told with matter-of-fact 
precision, but names, places and dates have 
been removed to protect the subject. The 
combination of precision and abstraction lead 
us to refl ect on the fact that the subject’s 
chilling story is indeed all too common, while 
the fact that he survived is not. 
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Clockwise from left: Underscore (_) Subguión, 
memento mori, Strata of Natural History


